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Over a field K of characteristic different from 2, the Lie coalgebra dual to the Lie algebra of 
derivations of the polynomials in one variable over K consists of the linear recursive sequences. 
When K is algebraically closed, the structure of that Lie coalgebra is determined explicitly. 
Lie coalgebras have recently been the subject of renewed interest, because of the 
connection between Lie bialgebras and quantum groups. We consider here the Lie 
coalgebra (IV,)” dual to IV, =DerK(K[X]), the Lie algebra of derivations of the 
polynomials in one variable X over a field K. For the case in which K is the field 
of complex numbers, Michaelis has shown [2,3] that (IV,)’ contains all linear re- 
cursive sequences. We show here that this is true over any field K. In addition, we 
show that when the characteristic of K is not 2, (IV,)’ coincides with those se- 
quences. When K is algebraically closed, we explicitly determine the Lie coalgebra 
structure of (IV,)‘. 
Recall [l] that a Lie coalgebra is a vector space A4 equipped with a linear map 
d : M+M@ M such that (i) Im(n) c Im( 1 - T), where T : MOM-t MOM is the twist 
map, and (ii) (1+~+[2)o(l@d)oL3 =O, where r:M@M@M+M@MQM 
cyclicly permutes the factors. Now let L be a Lie algebra. Let us write d for the 
transpose of the Lie bracket [ ] : L @L --f L, and identify L* @ L* with a subspace 
of (L 0 L)* via the natural map. Then L” is the sum of all subspaces I/ of L* such 
that d (I’) c V@ I/. (Such subspaces I/ are Lie subcoalgebras of L”.) Note that 
d(f)=Cr=,~f;;gg,,wheref,f,,...,f,,gl,..., g, E L*, means precisely that f ([x, y]) = 
CT=, A(x)g;(y) for allx,yEL. If fp:L, + L2 is a map of Lie algebras, then the dual 
q” : (L2)’ + (L,)” is a map of Lie coalgebras. 
The Lie algebra IV, = DerK(K[X]) has a basis {x,: i r -l} defined by x, = 
Xi+’ d/dx. Then x;(X”) =nX”“, and [x,,x,] = (s--)x,+,. We identify (IV,)* with 
sequences of elements of K: f e (WI)* corresponds to (f (x,J)n2 _]. A sequence 
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(~~)~~_t of elements of K is said to be (K-)linearly recursive if there exists 
Po,P,,...,/$EK, not all zero, such that Cl=, Pian+;= for all large enough n. 
We shall first show that (W,)o contains all linearly recursive sequences. We begin 
by reducing to the case in which the base field K is algebraically closed. 
Lemma 1. Let E/K be an algebraic extension offields. Let (an)nzO be an E-linearly 
recursive sequence of elements of E. Then (a,,) is K-linearly recursive. Thus, for 
every 13 EHorn, (E, K), (@a,)), z 0 is K-linearly recursive. 
Proof. Let c(T) E E[T] be the characteristic polynomial of (a,). If al, .., , a, are the 
(not necessarily distinct) roots of c(T) in an algebraic closure of K containing E, let 
d(T) = nlzl Irr(ai, K, T), where Irr(a;, K, T) is the irreducible polynomial in T for 
ai over K. Then d(T) eK[T], and, since c(T) divides d(T) in E[T], (a,) satisfies 
the recursion relation whose characteristic polynomial is d(T). Thus (a,) is K- 
linearly recursive. Clearly (@a,)) satisfies the same relation, so (&a,)) is K-linearly 
recursive as well. 0 
Lemma 2. Let E/K be an algebraic extension of fields. Zf the E-linearly recursive 
sequences form a Lie subcoalgebra of (Der, (E [Xl))‘, then the K-linearly recursive 
sequences form a Lie subcoafgebra of (DerK(K[X]))“. 
Proof. Let f E (Der,(K[X]))* be linearly recursive. By extension of scalars, we can 
consider f E (Der, (E [Xl))*. By hypothesis, there exist E-linearly recursive elements 
f 17 .. ..f., g1, . . . . g, of (Der,(E[X]))* such that f([w, w’])= CL=1 fi(w)g;(w’) for all 
w, W’E DerE(E[X]). By Lemma 1, the J’s and g;‘s are K-linearly recursive. It is 
clear (because of the recurrences) that the terms of the sequences (h(x,)>, (gi(x,)) 
generate a finite extension F of K. 
Let bl=l, b*,..., 6, be a K-basis of F. Write bjbj= Ck at)b,, with a:‘EK. 
For each s, loser, define f,, ,..., fsn, g,, ,..., g,,:Der,(K[X])+K by f(w)= 
Ci &(w)bi, g,(w)= C, gSj(w)bj, all w~Der~(K[Xl). Then for w, w’eDerK(K[X]) 
we have f(]w, ~‘1) = C, f,(w)g,(w’) = Csjjk f,i(w)gSj(w’)o,:k)bk. Since f(]w, ~‘1) EK, 
we have f([w, w’])=CSij ot)f,;(w)g,j(w’), all W, w’EDerK(K[X]), and SO A(f)= 
CSij at’)&, og,j. By Lemma 1, each f,,, gsj is K-linearly recursive, as required. q 
We now construct some elements of (IV,)“. 
Following [3], we define elements y, of (WI)*, nz -1, by y,(xj) =6,i. Then the 
span Yofthey,‘s is a Lie subcoalgebraof (IV,)‘, withA(~J=C~+~=, (j-i)yi@yj, 
all n. To obtain more elements of (IV,)‘, we use the following standard lemma, 
whose proof we omit. 
Lemma 3. Let A be a K-algebra, and CJJ E Aut,(A). Given DE Der,(A), define 
D,:A+AbyD,=q-‘oD 0~. ThenD,EDer,(A),andthemapsendingDtoD, 
is a Lie automorphism of DerK(A). 0 
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Let us write pa for the automorphism of K[X] defined by p,(X) =a-‘X- 1, 
where 0 #a E K, and ya for the automorphism of W, defined by pa. Then 
(cJI,)-‘(X) = aA’+ a. We compute that 
y&,)(X’) = (rp,)-‘x,((~~‘X- 1)‘) 
= (&J’(r(aP’X- l)r-‘x “+‘a-‘) 
= rXr-l(aX+a)“+‘a-’ 
n+l n+l 
= an C i ( > rXnir-‘. i=O 
Thus, 
n+l 
Y&J = C a” 
i=O 
n+l 
x,_; = 1 a” 
i=o 
n 
Xi-1 = C an 
j=-1 
For OfaeK and nr-1, we define Y,,~E(W,)’ by _Y,,~=(Y~)~(~,,). We have 
Y,,~(x,) = (y,)” (yj)(x,) =yj(Y,(X,)) =a”(J,‘:). Since (y,)” is a map of Lie coalgebras 
we have 
d(Y,,)= C (j-i)Ya,iOYo,je (*I 
i+j=n 
The span Y, of (y,,,: n 2 -l} is a Lie subcoalgebra of (W,)O isomorphic to Y. For 
uniformity of notation we set Ye = Y. 
Theorem 4. The space V of linearly recursive sequences is a Lie subcoalgebra of 
(W,)‘. If K is algebraically closed, V is a direct sum of isomorphic Lie sub- 
coalgebras { Y, : a E K } . 
Proof. By Lemma 2, we may assume that K is algebraically closed. 
We shall identify (WI)* with KTP1@K[[T]] = T-‘K[[T]] via f + Cn2_l f(x,JT”. 
Under this identification, y, = T”, nr-1, so that Y=T-‘K[T]. This is the space of 
linearly recursive sequences which are eventually zero. 
The generating function technique allows us to characterize the linearly recur- 
sive sequences as those which can be written in the form f=p(T)/(Tq(T)), 
where p, qeK[T] and q(0) = 1. From the theory of partial fractions, it thus 
follows that V has basis (T”: nr-l}U{(l-UT))‘: O#aeK, trl}. Let us write 
G(a,r)=(l-aT)-‘=C,,, (n:i;l)a”T” for r21, and F(a,t)=C,,, Y~,~(x~)T”= 
c nrO (~~~)u”T” for tl-1. Note that F(a,t)-y,,,EKT-‘. Thus it suffices to show 
that {T”: nr-1) U (F(a,t): OfaeK, tr-1) is a basis of V. Now for nr0, rrl 
we have 
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so 
This shows that, for 1 I s5 r, G(a, s) E span{F(a, -l), . . . , F(a, r- 2)). Since 
(,‘,f t) = 1 when t = r - 2, we can invert the above relationship, and thus obtain 
span(G(a, l), . . . . G(a, r)} = span{F(a, -l), . . . , F(a,r-2)). Since each set has r 
elements, and {G(a, l), . . . . G(a, r)} is linearly independent, we obtain that 
{F(a, -l), . . . . F(a, r - 2)) is a basis of span { G(a, l), . . . , G(a, r)} . From this it follows 
that {F(a, r): r 1 -l} is a basis of the span of {G(a, r): r 2 l}, and thus that 
{T”: n2-l}U{F(a,r): O#aeK, r>-1) is a basis of V, as required. 0 
Remark. An alternative approach to Theorem 4 would be to define y,,, E (WI>* by 
y,,,(x,) = a”(“,,‘: ). 0 nce (*) is established, one has that the Y,,~‘s are in (W,)O. 
Establishing (*) amounts to verifying the identity 
r+s+l 
(s--r) ( > n+l =i~=.(ii)(:::)(I::). 
1,jZ-1 
This identity is not obvious, but can be established without much difficulty. The real 
difficulty with this more computational approach lies in obtaining suitable Y~,~‘s in 
the first place; the functions fa,(xn) =annr used in [3] for the case K=C do not 
diagonalize in the desired manner, and, when K has characteristicp> 0, do not even 
yield all linearly recursive sequences. 
Theorem 5. Let K be a field, W, = DerK(K[X]). 
(1) If K has characteristic 0 or characteristic p #2, then (W,)’ is the space of 
linearly recursive sequences. 
(2) If K has characteristic 2, then f E (W,)* lies in (W,)’ if and only if 
sequence (f (xzn ,)), 20 is linearly recursive. 
Proof. We first note that (W,)” contains the linearly recursive sequences 
Theorem 4. 
the 
by 
Let us define an action of W, on (WI)* by (f *x)(y) =f([x, y]) for all f E (WI)*, 
x,y~ W,. For fE(WJ”, we can write A(f)=Cs_, J;@gi for some f, ,..., f,, 
g,,...,g,in (W,)‘. Then forx,ye W1 we have (f.~)(y)=f([x,y])=CS_~ J(X)gi(y)= 
(CITl ~(X)gi)(y), SO f*x=Cfzl h(X)gi. Thus M=span{f*xi: izO} is finite 
dimensional, and so we can find r such that {f-x,, f .x1,. . . , f .x,+ I} spans M. 
Then we have u,f.~,+a,_~ ~SX,_~ + . ..+crOf~xo=O. where ao, . . ..cY..EK and we 
may take a,.= 1. We have (f-Xi)(X,J =(n-i)f(x,,+i). Applying our relation to x,, 
and writing aI for f(Xj), we obtain 
ii;(n-r+i)a,ia,+,_, =0 for nl-1. 
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We first consider the case in which the characteristic of K is 2. Write n = 
2m+r+l. Then n-r is odd, and we obtain a,a2m+2r+1+ar_*a2m+2r_,+...=0. 
Thus the odd terms off satisfy a linear recurrence. Conversely, if this is the case, 
write f=fi +fe, where f,(x,) =f(x,) if n is odd, and f,(x,) =0 if n is even. Then 
fi E (WJ” by Theorem 4, and f0 E (IV,)’ because A (fo) = 0. Thus f E (WJ’, as re- 
quired. 
Next we consider the case in which K has characteristic p > 2. Write bm3j = ap,,, +j, 
j=O , . . . , p - 1. We shall show that, for each j, the subsequence (bm,j),>O of 
(aJn2_i is linearly recursive, thus establishing that (aJnzp, is linearly recursive. 
For n>r, write n=pm-r+j, with O<j<p-1. We have 
Thus 
and, for l<j<p-1, 
(-2r+j)a,b,,j +(-2r+j+l)a,_,b,,j_i+~~*=O. 
We see that the first coefficient of the jth equation is nonzero, unless 2r=j 
(modp). However, since f.x,+r l span{f.x~, . . ..f+x.), we obtain (as above) that 
i-+1 
i~o(n-r-l+i)a;+l_ian+r+l-i=O for nl-1, 
wherea&...,a:+,EKanda:+,= 1. With n =pm - (r + 1) + j, we obtain an equation 
beginning with (-2(r+ 1) +j)a:+l b,,j. Since p>2, we cannot also have 2(r+ l)= j 
(modp). Let us replace the equation in which 2r=j (modp) by this new one. 
We now have simultaneous linear recurrences for bmo, . . . . bm,p_l. That is, for 
large enough m, we can express b,,j as a linear combination of terms with smaller 
values of either m or j; neither the coefficients themselves nor the number of terms 
required depend on m. 
Let US write Bj=Crn~O b,,jXm, j=O ,..., p - 1. It is a simple matter (analogous 
to the usual process for solving a single linear recursion using generating functions, 
but now requiring Cramer’s Rule) to use the above recurrences to express each BJ 
as a quotient Pj/Q, where Pj, Q are polynomials and Q has nonzero constant term. 
Thus the sequences (b,,j) are linearly recursive, so (a,,) is linearly recursive. 
Finally, we consider the case in which K has characteristic zero. 
Let us write R(n)=Cj=, (n-i)a;a,+;. We have that R(n) is defined, and equal 
to zero, for all n 2 -1. Thus for n L - 1 we have 
0= i ajR(IZ+j) 
j=O 
=j~oajj~o(n+j-i)aia~+j+i 
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Clearly Ci+jZS (j-i)aiaj=O, all S. Thus we obtain O=Czre n/Isa,+,, where 
pS=Ci+jZS CYiaj* We have Cz’_e P,a,,+,= 0 for n > 0, and & = 1, so (a,) is linearly 
recursive, as required. 0 
In the case in which K is of characteristic 2, we have actually proved a bit more 
than we have stated above: (Wt)O is the direct sum of the Lie coalgebra Vi con- 
sisting of those linear recursive sequences whose even terms are zero, together with 
the trivial Lie coalgebra {f~ (WI)*: f(xZn _ t) = 0 for all n 2 O}. If K is algebraically 
closed, then V, is a direct sum of copies of the Lie coalgebra with basis {yZn_t: 
n10). 
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